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Abstract--- The world is facing major problems like 

conventional fuel crisis. Also fuel price is the big issue in 

present world. Most of alternative fuel technologies are 

under development right now. It will take time to find out 

best replacement of conventional fuels like petrol and diesel. 

To overcome these problems there are some sort of solutions 

like using performance enhancing parts which are already 

available in the market. The one way to do this is the 

modification in transmission system. 

In this investigation final drive of a two wheeler 

motor cycle is modified. Gears of chain and sprocket drive 

are changed and so that final drive reduction ratio changes. 

After doing such changes we are measuring various 

performance parameters practically as well as theoretically. 

By lowering gear reduction at final drive we obtained more 

fuel economy and more speed. After using 5 different sets of 

chain and sprocket drive number of readings are taken and 

imposed the relation between final drive gear reduction and 

fuel economy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Transportation is an extremely important element for the 

day-to-day functioning of any country. Without 

transportation the entire country would, literally, come to a 

standstill. It is virtually impossible to imagine life without 

some form or mode of transportation. Privately owned 

cars, motorcycles, trucks, public buses and subways, trains, 

planes and boats are all a daily part of our lives. However, 

most of us know that transportation, though necessary, is 

also causing harm to the environment and to our health. 

The problem is that automobiles, buses, and trucks the 

most commonly used forms of transportation require 

gasoline and diesel for fuel. The danger in gasoline and 

diesel and other fossil fuels is that they contain certain 

gases that, when released into the air negatively affect air 

quality and damage the environment. These particular 

gases are not compatible with the respiratory systems and 

processes of life on Earth. As well, these gases are an 

unnatural addition to the delicate atmospheric balance of 

gases that work together to sustain and protect life on 

Earth. As a result, gases from fossil fuel emissions have 

caused and are continuing to cause great damage to the 

atmosphere (such as the greenhouse effect and acid rain). 

In recent years, legislative and market 

requirements have driven the need to reduce fuel 

consumption while meeting increasingly stringent exhaust 

emissions. Furthermore, a viable alternative to I.C. engine 

or alternative fuels not appointed by the common 

population because of speed and distance travel limitations. 

This trend has dictated increasing complexity in 

automotive engines and new approaches to engine design. 

A key research objective for the automotive engineering 

community has been to develop efficient, environment 

friendly, cost-competitive, production-feasible power train.  

The ground are significant in controlling motion 

of the vehicle.  The response of the vehicle structures 

to these loads are dealt with in vehicle dynamics. 

The responses of a trailer are defined in terms of 

deflections, stresses, and strains, natural frequencies, 

random response functions, fatigue life and so on. 

Evaluation of the above is what puts the basis on which 

robustness of a vehicle system or design is ascertained in 

terms of its mechanical behavior. Simulation of vehicle 

responses largely concentrates on determination of the 

above. 

Different  researches  have  been  carried  out  

regarding  the  performance,  the  response  of 

components to static and dynamic loads, crashworthiness, 

safety and others by different institutions and automotive 

companies. Particularly, with the growing simulation 

capability using computers, researches are facilitated that 

are aimed at achieving better quality products. 

If we can achieve complete combustion at every 

cycle of internal combustion engine then fuel consumption 

and emission both problems are easily curable and the 

other way to solve this problem is to achieve more 

transmission efficiency and optimize final drive during the 

transmission of power from engine to the road wheel.  

To minimize fuel consumption and increasing the 

kilometers travelled, high demands are made also for 

automobile engine system and transmission system.  

Final drive is the final gear train that is between 

the transmission and the ground. Final drive is the last in 

the set of components which delivers torque to the drive 

wheels. In heavy equipment and automotive, this is the 

axle assembly and the differential gear that enable the 

wheels or track sprockets to turn. Additionally, it provides 

a fixed reduction between the speed of the drive shaft and 

the axle driving the wheels. 

There are different types of final drives used 

according to the type of vehicle. Normally, in four wheel 

vehicles there is a differential gearbox and rear axles are 

provided as final drive.  

Various in case of front wheel drive car we 

haven’t seen any differential but instead it consists 

transaxle housed with engine assembly at front of the 

vehicle. 

In case of two and three wheelers like scooters, 

bikes and rickshaws there is chain drive used as a final 

drive. 

So from above discussion we can conclude that there are 

three types of final drives used in today’s automobile world 

as listed below. 

 Differential 

 Chain drive 
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 Differential A.

The differential has three jobs: 

 To aim the engine power at the wheels 

 To act as the final gear reduction in the vehicle, 

slowing the rotational speed of the transmission one 

final time before it hits the wheels 

 To transmit the power to the wheels while allowing 

them to rotate at different speeds.  

 Why We Need A Differential B.

Car wheels spin at different speeds, especially when 

turning. You can see from the Fig 5.1 that each wheel 

travels a different distance through the turn, and that the 

inside wheels travel a shorter distance than the outside 

wheels. Since speed is equal to the distance traveled 

divided by the time it takes to go that distance, the wheels 

that travel a shorter distance travel at a lower speed. Also 

note that the front wheels travel. 

 

Fig. 1: 

1) Chain Drive 

When there is less space available and also weight of the 

vehicle limited then at that time we cannot use differential 

as final drive in the vehicle. Take example of bikes, three 

wheeled rickshaws and ATV’s. SO for this kind of vehicles 

we are using chain drive as a final drive. 

In Chain Drive There Are Two Sprockets And Chain For 

The Purpose Of Transmitting Torque From Engine To Road 

Wheel. 

 
Fig. 2: 

A small sprocket gear is connected with the engine 

output shaft and bigger sprocket gear is attached with road 

wheel of the vehicle. Both of these gears are further 

connected via roller chain as shown in the FIG. 

The main advantage of this kind of final drive is 

that it consist simplest mechanism and also weight of the 

whole system is also very less. Generally, all two wheelers 

and some three wheeled vehicles use this type of final drive 

mechanism. 

        Chain and sprocket drive 
[11] 

           Simply stated, a boundary value problem is a 

mathematical problem in which one or more dependent 

variables must satisfy a differential equation everywhere 

within a known domain of independent variables and satisfy 

specific conditions on the boundary of the domain. 

Boundary value problems are also sometimes called field 

problems. The field is the domain of interest and most often 

represents a physical structure. 

 Gear Reduction Ratio C.

In any type of final drive mechanism engine speed is 

reduced at certain level to increase torque at rear wheel, this 

is called “gear reduction”. 

In chain and sprocket drive gear reduction is 

obtained by using small gear at front side (engine side) and 

large gear at rear wheel. 

 

Fig. 3: 

100ml testing for mileage(KMPL)-ECO mode 
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1 100 8.5 economy 85 14 39 2.786 

2 100 7.2 economy 72 14 43 3.071 

3 100 7.0 economy 70 14 44 3.142 

4 100 6.5 economy 65 14 47 3.357 

5 100 8.8 economy 88 15 39 2.600 

6 100 8.3 economy 83 15 43 2.867 

7 100 8.1 economy 81 15 44 2.933 

8 100 7.1 economy 71 15 47 3.133 
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Fig. 4: 
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II. CONCLUSION 

While doing all of this tests variation in some                                                                                     

parameters experiences personally as discussed below. 

 The other things like vehicle vibration, engine noise and 

gear shifting time are also changes by gear reduction 

change. 

 At lower gear reduction vehicle vibration reduces and 

because this riding comfort also increases. 

 Engine noise is reduced at when reduction ratio is 

lower.When reducing the gear ratio the gear shifting 

time increase which creates slightly trouble when riding 

vehicle first time.   

 The opposite of this happen when gear reduction 

ratio increases, vehicle vibration, engine noise increased and 

thus riding comfort reduced.   
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